The potential of the continuation method to solve the minimum cost optimal power (OPF) flow problem is assessed. Initially, the complete OPF problem is simplified by creating a sub-problem in which limits on functional variables are ignored. The restart homotopy continuation algorithm (RHCM) The consistently low dynamic core required to execute the program via the RHCM is primarily due to the compact formulation of the optimal power flow problem, and due to careful coding.
The potential of the continuation method to solve the minimum cost optimal power (OPF) flow problem is assessed. Initially, the complete OPF problem is simplified by creating a sub-problem in which limits on functional variables are ignored. The restart homotopy continuation algorithm (RHCM) developed solves the sub-problem by manipulating the control variables to satisfy the optimality conditions of a family of relaxed sub-problems which converge to the desired solution. The consistently low dynamic core required to execute the program via the RHCM is primarily due to the compact formulation of the optimal power flow problem, and due to careful coding.
The RHCM algorithm is able to perform consistently well due to the efficient solution possible to each sub-problem via the continuation method, in which only the controls other than the real generations are explicitly monitored for breakpoints rather than the whole set of controls and dependent variables. The solution to each sub-problem is able to clearly identify the most likely functional constraints to become active at the solution to the OPF problem. Keeping only the relevant functional constraints in the formulation helps to simplify the solution task and maintain an overall low problem dimension in each sub-problem.
The RHCM algorithm is found to be stable, i.e., the set of the controls explicitly monitored by the continuation process reach their optimal settings decisively without any form of instability (oscillations). The success of the overall algorithm is however pivoted on the successful solution to the set of load-flow equations.
In most of the test cases it is found that the initial subproblem solves to completion without experiencing any numerical difficulties. Numerical difficulties, if present, manifest themselves within the load-flow module, by giving rise to a singular Jacobian, or a load flow which does not converge.
Under such circumstances the functional violation(s) at the solution to the previous sub-problem may be identified as being responsible for the numerical ill-conditioning. Hence the decomposition of the overall problem into sub-problems helps to pinpoint problem infeasibilities efficiently.
An important property of the RHCM algorithm is that it does not require an initial feasible starting point. This is a desirable feature since finding an initial feasible starting point can often be a tedious task especially with large problem dimensions. In testing new systems an initial solution which has an overall flat voltage profile of 1 pu V on all system buses, nominal settings for all tap changing under load (TCUL) transformers and shunt controllers is found to work well. 
